The Convercent Ethics Cloud Platform™

6 Powerful Applications
One Unified Experience
Not just compliance software, but an all-in-one platform designed to help you engage employees,
influence behavior, and eliminate risks.

Ethics & Compliance Portal
Drive employee engagement with a dynamic, online
experience tailored to your initiatives while collecting
actionable data to improve your program.

Insights

Helpline

Visualize company-wide

Enhance your speak-up

compliance data in a single,

culture with multiple intake

centralized location for root

channels and have real-time

cause analysis and insightful

visibility with efficient case

decision-making.

management.

Policy Manager

Disclosures

Manage and distribute your

Increase visibility and reduce

policies with targeted campaigns

risk by tracking, managing,

that can automatically follow-up

and monitoring disclosures on

or escalate incomplete

an ongoing basis.

responses.

Learning
Streamline your online training programs
with a centralized hub to save time and get a
more complete view of your efforts.
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The Convercent Ethics Cloud Platform™

Convercent Helps Businesses

Engage Employees in
E&C Programs

Identify, Characterize
and Mitigate E&C Risk

Protect and Elevate
their Brand

Bring E&C into the everyday

Ensure E&C risks are quickly

Develop the connection

business by actively engaging

surfaced and understood so they

between the organization’s

employees at the right time, with

can be successfully managed

workforce, mission, vision and

the right message, in the right

and mitigated.

values to secure and strengthen

medium.

your brand value.

How We Think
Continuous Improvement

Employee Engagement

Channel findings back into your

Actively engage your employees

program to close gaps, improve

at the right time, with the right

processes, and mitigate risk.

message, in the right medium.

The Convercent Ethics
and Compliance
Program Philosophy
Risk Identification

Data Analytics

Perform targeted and insightful

Collect and analyze numerous

risk analysis into key areas of

metrics to gain intelligence on

your program.

your programs performance.
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